
Broker: Jorge Moreno
Tel: +52 (998) 385 4585

Email: j.moreno@yachtcancun.com

Pershing 5X (2017)
Yate en Perfectas condiciones!!! Dueño Busca un socio 1/2

Ubicado en Cancún, Q. Roo, México.

Precio para asociarse en un 50% por el barco / Price to associate 50% for the boat

Detalles
People on board: 12 pax.

Last shipyard maintenance: July 2022.

The new innovative Coupé 5X. The Pershing 5X is the result of the collaboration between the Product
Strategy Committee, Ferretti Group's Engineering Department and architect Fulvio De Simoni. 54.2 long
with a full beam of 14.4, it has an original hydraulically-operated platform at the stern that can be lowered
more than 50 cm below the water surface, becoming a convenient submerged area for guests and the
crew.

By fitting a safety rail supporting a net or technical canvas, the entire area becomes a saltwater swimming
pool where younger guests can play safely in the water.

The garage can house a 10ft that slips easily into the water when the swimming platform is submerged.

The cockpit is protected laterally by the two aerodynamic fins, the hallmark of latest generation Pershings,
and has a large sun pad plus dinette. It can be separate or linked up to the interior saloon with the new
system to open and close the glass door and windows. This solution is ideal for making full use of the yacht
in all weathers, also thanks to the possibility to fit air conditioning on board as well as a new interior
heating system with low impact on the environment.

Accessories

Hull gelcoat Silver



Generator ONAN 17,5 kW diff. from 7 kW
Auto Trim for IPS Navigation unit with joystick driving mode unit
Hydraulic swimming floor
Dynamic Positioning System (beam)
Autocaptain for IPS Volvo
Lower dinnette sofa convertible into sofa cot
Preparation for housing jet ski/support in the garage
Manual raising device for TV 32? in living room
Drawer Icemaker
Webasto 220V 50 HZ
Automatic charger charger for generator
Radome Garmin Radar Cover for windshield
Air conditioning ?super trop? 55.000 btu/h compartments living room
Mooring cleats, side, fixed (couple)
Panorama roof Different floors from std.
Shower in proprietor powder room in mosaic
Wine cellar under staircase
Mirror at aft wall in master compartment
Corian in powder rooms diff. from std.
Bedspreads diff. from std.
Carpet in all compartments diff. from std.
Bow thruster 8 hp Capstan, 700W (port side)
Inverter Mastervolt Mass Sine 24V 2500W no step at helm area
Dimmer for illumination in saloon/cockpit
Air compressor
Mooring cleats, side, retractable (couple) on the bathing floor
The captain chair diff. from std.
Cutlery holder interior galley furniture
Predisposition for hifi in vip compartment
Predisposition for hifi in dinette
Additional GPS for IPS version
Light with electrical control
Dishwasher in galley
Inox chain 8,75mt Inox mainstay 20 kg

Eslora:54.2ft
Manga:14.4ft
Calado:4.5ft
Motores:Volvo Penta D11 IPS 950 (1,197 hrs)
Tanque de combustible:2581gal
Tanque de agua:110gal
Camarotes:2 (4 pax)
Baños:2
Ubicación:52
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